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Image recognition services with machine learning have been
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from an image by conventional technology is a fundamental
task, as in determining the categories of objects appearing
in an image (i.e. “food,” “flower,” etc.). Deep learning has
also been gaining in popularity among machine learning
applications. NTT DOCOMO has developed an image recognition system based on deep learning technology and has
publically released a recognition API. This system enables
the building of high-accuracy image recognition models to
attach various tags to images simply by training image data
prepared beforehand.

1. Introduction

in a variety of tasks (Figure 1).

ding ceremony, field day, etc.) or cate-

NTT DOCOMO previously released

gory of an object (food, flower, etc.),

an Application Programming Interface

names of objects having indefinite shape

in use and has been enjoying success in

(API)*2

for image recognition using

such as bread and curry rice, and fea-

a variety of fields. Enterprises such as

conventional image recognition tech-

tures that have heretofore been depend-

Google and Facebook in the United States

nology [3] [4]. This API can be used to

ent on human sensitivities such as the

and Baidu in China have established

recognize an object in an image if that

color and pattern of fashion items. This

research laboratories and acquired deep

object has a definite shape such as a

image recognition technology enabled

learning startups since 2013. For exam-

“product package.” However, it is inca-

NTT DOCOMO to develop a set of recog-

ple, Google had come to use deep learn-

pable of being used for tagging differ-

nition engines capable of high-accuracy

ing in 47 services including image recog-

ent types of images taken by a user

tagging. NTT DOCOMO trained these

nition*1

with a smartphone. For this reason,

image recognition engines for scenes,

NTT DOCOMO developed image recog-

fashion items, food, flowers, etc. using

In image recognition, deep learning

nition technology using deep learning

a large image dataset and released them

has brought significant improvements in

that can recognize abstract concepts in

in the form of an API in November

accuracy [2] and has progressed greatly

an image such as the type of scene (wed-

2015 [3].

Deep learning has been increasing

and speech recognition as of

March 2015 [1].
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Deep Learning

*1

Image recognition: A technology that uses
image-processing and machine-learning techniques to mechanically understand images and
extract meaning (such as names of objects appearing in an image, type of scene, etc. that a
human being could infer from an image).
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(a) Tagging of highly abstract categories/scenes
Deep
learning

Flowers
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(b) Tagging of emotions
Deep
learning

Sad

(c) Tagging of video, generating a sentence describing the image
Deep
learning

Figure 1

A woman jumps on
a sandy beach.

Image recognition using deep learning

In this article, we present an over-

as vector data or images into classes

multi-layer neural network algorithms

view of deep learning technology. We

(Figure 2 (a)). Multi-layer neural net-

such as by developing parameter ini-

then describe the differences between

works, that is, neural networks with

tialization techniques and training tech-

conventional technology and image recog-

several intermediate layers, can per-

niques to prevent overfitting. At the

nition using deep learning. Next, we list

form more complex classification and

same time, the parallel distributed pro-

the issues resolved by deep learning. Fi-

recognition tasks (Fig. 2 (b)). Multi-

cessing using General Purpose com-

nally, we define the features of an im-

layer neural networks were popular in

puting on Graphics Processing Units

age recognition API service developed

the 1980s and 1990s and were used in

(GPGPU)*4 dramatically improved learn-

and offered by NTT DOCOMO and in-

several types of image recognition tasks.

ing speed. As a result of these efforts,

troduce applications using this API.

It was shown in 1979 that they could be

learning with deep layers became fea-

used to achieve a recognition rate of

sible and deep learning grabbed atten-

98.6% for handwritten numerals [6].

tion once again in the latter half of the

However, classical multi-layer neural

2000s. In the field of image recognition,

Deep learning is a branch of ma-

networks suffer from the problem that

deep learning based method compet-

chine learning* technology using multi-

increasing the number of layers makes

ed in object recognition accuracy at

layer neural networks. A neural network

learning much harder and extremely

ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recogni-

is a machine learning technique inspired

time consuming. For this reason, diffi-

tion Challenge 2012 (ILSVRC2012).

by the information processing mecha-

culties in solving a complex recogni-

They gained a recognition rate approx-

nism of biological neural networks. Neu-

tion task that needs many layers have

imately 10% better than conventional

ral networks have been used since the

prevented multi-layer neural networks

image recognition technology, which

1950s [5] and have been applied, for

from reaching a practical level.

only improved 2% from 2010 to 2011.

2. Overview of
Deep Learning
3

example, to the classification task of

To eliminate this problem, techno-

This achievement marked a turning

dividing multidimensional data such

logical improvements were made in

point for deep learning in the field of

*2
*3

API: An interface that enables software functions to be used by another program.
Machine learning: A technology that enables
a computer to acquire knowledge and decisionmaking/action-taking criteria from data much
like a human being acquires the same from sen-
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sory perception and experiences.

*4

GPGPU: The use of GPUs generally used for
rendering and other types of image processing
in computers for other types of applications.
GPGPU excels at parallel distributed processing.
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(a) Classification of cat or dog by a neural network
Input
layer

Output
layer

Concept of machine learning
・Input a large volume of cat and dog images into the machine
and search for the boundary between cat and dog based on
image features.
Cat
image

Feature N

Cat
image

・Criteria for judging cat or dog are not provided by people.
・Training is performed by specifying “cat” for a cat image and
“dog” for a dog image.
・Automatic acquisition of judgment criteria by machine: machine
learning

Boundary
plane

Dog
image

Dog
image

Dog
image

Cat
image

Dog
image
Feature 2
Dog
image
Feature 1

(b) Learning and classification by multi-layer neural networks
・The cat image described above is judged to be a “cat” or “dog” by machine.
Structure that increases the number of steps in the neural network in (a) above.

“Input values” include,
for example, values
of pixels in cat image.

Input
layer

Output
layer

Output scores
reflecting cat and
dog characteristics.

Cat score

…

…

…

…

…
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Reply as
cat or dog

Dog score

When learning judgment criteria, the strength of
edges between nodes are adjusted so that “cat
score” is high when inputting cat images and “dog
score” is high when inputting dog images.

Figure 2

Classification and recognition using machine learning technology based on neural networks

image recognition [2].

3. Differences between
Conventional Technology
and Image Recognition
Using Deep Learning

togram that represents what colors ap-

fies input images based on image fea-

pear at what frequency or how bright-

tures and learned criteria.

ness is distributed in the image). Then,

In such conventional technology, the

in step 2, the image is classified and/or

image features in step 1 above were

recognized based on those features. The

manually designed for each recognition

judgment criteria for performing classi-

task, such as image features appropriate

fication and recognition is usually ac-

for the detection of people, the recogni-

Image recognition technology before

quired through machine learning (here-

tion of human faces, etc. This process

deep learning had a basic two-step con-

inafter, the module that performs classi-

is usually called feature engineering. In

figuration as shown in Figure 3 (a). In

fication and recognition by learning

the feature engineering step, research-

step 1, instead of using the image as-is,

judgment criteria is referred to as a

ers and developers should consider what

characteristics of an image is converted

“recognizer”). After this learning step,

features to focus on to give good classi-

into quantifiable features (such as a his-

the recognizer recognizes and/or classi-

fication results and what kind of algo-

1) Conventional Technology
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Does the image represent daytime or
nighttime?

Classification and recognition
based on features is achieved
by machine learning.

(a) Conventional image recognition technology
Feature extraction

Classification/
recognition
(recognizer)

Daytime
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Since “brightness” and “color” are thought to be important features here,
the process extracts “brightness” and “color” histograms (features).

(b) Image recognition by deep learning
Deep learning

Daytime

Data is used to learn how to extract optimal features, and how
to create judgment criteria for recognition.

Figure 3

Differences between conventional technology and image recognition technology using deep learning

only to learn classification criteria in

API provides several image recognition

It is difficult to engineer appropriate

the final stage but also to learn feature

models, such as the model for scene

features for some tasks, as in the recog-

extraction in the initial stage. This re-

recognition, for fashion recognition that

nition of abstract concepts such as type

quires a huge amount of data for learn-

can identify type, pattern, and color of

of scene (wedding ceremony, field day,

ing, which is a drawback of image

a fashion item, and for other kinds of

etc.) or category of object in the image

recognition using deep learning. Vari-

recognition. These models were trained

(“food,” “flowers,” etc.). This situation

ous techniques have come into use to

from a huge amount of image data gath-

made it tough to improve recognition

deal with this issue, including pre-

ered by NTT DOCOMO and can pre-

accuracy.

training in which a deep learning rec-

dict suitable tags even for images

2) Deep Learning

ognizer is trained beforehand using a

which has problem to design appropri-

In contrast, image recognition using

common large-scale image database

ate features using conventional methods.

deep learning learns both appropriate

such as ImageNet [7] and data augmen-

docomo Developer support is a service

features and recognition rules, as shown

tation in which the amount of training

which provides useful functions for de-

in Fig. 3 (b). Optimizing features to be

data is artificially increased.

veloping applications and services. An-

rithm is optimal.

used in recognition and creating recognition criteria based on those features
are automatically done in the learning

4. Image Recognition
API and Applications

yone can use a number of APIs including the image recognition API based on
deep learning by becoming a registered
member of docomo Developer support

process. This approach enables the recog-

In November 2015, “docomo De-

nition of abstract concepts when it is

veloper support” [2] publically released

not clear to decide which features to

an image recognition API using the

Figure 4 shows how a developer

focus on and extract.

deep learning-based image recognition

of applications and services can use the

technologies mentioned above. This

image recognition API (category recog-

On the other hand, data is used not
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and submitting a usage application.
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Attach image to request body

4.1 Applications of Scene
Recognition
The scene recognition function can
recognize the scene displayed in the

+ specify “recognition model” as a
parameter (example: scene)

image (such as wedding ceremony, field

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

day, and birthday) and object categories
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Image

Results

(such as flower and food).
Image
recognition API
(deep learning)

Recognition results are returned
in JSON format*
{
"jobId": "160826_h3WXNLhhIi",
"candidates": [
{
"tag": "Flowers",
"score": 0.9989737272
},
{
"tag": "Amusement park",
"score": 0.0007244250
},
{
"tag": "Outdoors",
"score": 0.0001109389
}
]
}
*JavaScript Object Notation (JSON): A data description
language based on object description in JavaScript.

We can envision a variety of applications using this function, such as an
application for saving images in cloud
storage, an application for managing
images on a smartphone, and an application for automatically creating a photo album. Recognizing images taken by
a user and automatically attaching tags
to those images simplifies image management for users.
Additionally, using this recognition
function on image posting sites and Social Network Sites (SNSs) can reduce
the workload in attaching tags when

Figure 4

Using the deep learning API in a service/application
(example: scene recognition)

users post images.

4.2 Applications of Fashion
Recognition

nition) released by docomo Developer

than 1,000 images per tag for training

support and Figure 5 shows types of

purposes (here, a name or category

NTT DOCOMO uses image recog-

images that can be recognized by the

such as “wedding ceremony” returned

nition technology based on deep learn-

API.

as a result of image recognition is

ing as described above to achieve rapid

called a “tag”).

fashion recognition. Given an input im-

In the image recognition API (category recognition), docomo Developer

Users of docomo Developer support

age, the fashion item category can be

support provides several trained deep

can immediately incorporate image

recognized and the image tagged accord-

learning models for each “recognition

recognition functions based on deep

ingly.

type” such as scene or fashion. Devel-

learning in their applications and ser-

opers who would like to incorporate

vices. Because training of these models

tion models are currently provided:

image recognition in their applica-

has already been completed based on

(1) Type: coat, cardigan, etc.

tions or services can select which

the large volume of image data, there is

(2) Pattern: plain, border, etc.

models to use. In preparing such a

no need for users themselves to gather

(3) Color: pink, yellow, etc.

model, NTT DOCOMO collected more

training data.

(4) Style: business, casual, etc.

The following four fashion recogni-
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This fashion recognition technology

based on these tags (type, pattern, color,

each image. These images and tags are

can be used to tag query images (imag-

etc.). The whole process is shown in

stored in a fashion database for display-

es submitted by users) by the four mod-

Figure 6. Developers prepare before-

ing the results of a similarity search.

els mentioned above and search for im-

hand a group of images of fashion items

Fashion recognition results are tags of a

ages with similar items (similarity search)

and attach tags (color, pattern, etc.) to

query image. Similar fashion items can

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

・Scene recognition

・Food recognition

Recognizes approximately 40 types of scenes
such as “wedding ceremony” and “field day”

Recognizes approximately 160
types of Japanese food

Field day

Hand-rolled sushi

Sea

・Poisonous mushroom recognition
Recognizes approximately 40 types of
poisonous mushrooms

・Fashion recognition
Recognizes type, color, and pattern of fashion item

Cut and sewn
Gray series
Border print

Amanita virosa

Coat
Yellow
Plain

・Flower recognition
Recognizes approximately 40 types of
flowers
Tulips

Figure 5

Examples of image recognition when using the deep learning API in a service/application

Clothing features
Type/pattern/color/style

Image recognition
API
(deep learning)

Image of clothing to be
searched

Fashion
database

System returns images
of similar clothing.

Figure 6
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System registers clothing image and
features and searches for images with
similar features.

Search for similar images
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then be searched by comparing tags of
the query image with tags of images in
the fashion database.
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A similarity search can be applied to

jects which can be recognized by image
recognition APIs using deep learning.
NTT DOCOMO will also focus on the
development of recognition techniques

various services. For example, let’s as-

In future image recognition based on

targeting data other than images and new

sume that a person takes an interest in a

deep learning, we envision the expand-

recognition technologies which com-

clothing item appearing in a magazine or

ed use of tags beyond the simple ones

bine images and other types of data.

catalog, shown in a photo-sharing appli-

used in the recently released API. For

cation (Instagram, etc.) for smartphones,

example, studies are being performed

or worn by the main character in a TV

on predicting the emotion (such as an-

drama. Using a similarity search ser-

ger or sadness) evoked on seeing an

vice, he/she only needs to take a photo

image (Fig. 1 (b)) [8]. Researches are

of the clothing to search for a similar

also progressing on video recogni-

item without clarifying the clothing de-

tion—a technique for attaching a de-

tails. If the URL of Electronic Com-

scriptive sentence as a tag to video has

merce (EC) site*5 for this item can also

been proposed (Fig. 1 (c)) [9].

be provided, it can significantly reduce
users’ search time.

6. Conclusion
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